
 „Dreambear Saga“ transforms bears into giraffes  

From now on the players of the free online game “Dreambear Saga” can get new animal outfits and a big discount on 

Dreampets. 

 

Hamburg, September 6th, 2012 – The 

community of the free browser game 

“Dreambear Saga” is growing. From now on 

sharks, giraffes, hamsters and ladybirds join the 

society of bears. But we aren’t talking about 

immigrants from foreign worlds as one might 

suppose, but about new costumes for all bears. 

In the twinkling of an eye the players can change their bear into a 

whole new kind of animal. The extraordinary dress-ups are 

available at Oroboro the Wise. Surrounded by magically glowing 

mushrooms he is waiting for customers at the Forest Road already. 

Besides the cool new outfits also the charming Dreampets will be 

seen in the Kingdom of Beronia more often from now on. This is 

because the cute creatures are now available starting from only five 

diamonds at Sally’s, owner of the pet store. Here, players can e.g. 

get a tiny, green Dreampet in the shape of a rabbit or kitten, which 

accompanies the gamer’s bear during their adventures. The players 

now have the responsibility to name their pets and feed it until it is 

grown up. If the players take good care of their little Dreampet it 

rewards them by beaming pleased at their owners and jumping 

around happily. After it has grown up, it leaves Beronia and flies 

down to the human world. The purpose of the Dreampets is to bring 

all the wonderful dreams to humans in their sleep. As a reward the 

players receive experience 

points and dream ducats and 

for the more difficult dreampet 

breeds they even get 

diamonds back. 

  

 

 

www.dreambearsaga.com 

https://game.dreambearsaga.com/%22%20/l%20%22referrer=86ajlx97drfviot5&code=pm060912EN&language=en_GB


  

 

Images and further information about our titles can be found on our media server: www.dtp-young.com/presse 
 
About Dreambear Saga: 

Dreambear Saga is a free online game. Surrounded by a fairytale-like world with hand-painted graphics the players become Dreambears and explore the 
idyllic Beronia. The future of the country is threatened by prince Growl, who wants to conquer the throne. The gamers avert his plans by solving 
numerous challenges like amusing mini games and exciting daily missions.   
An important role play social interactions: Everybody can meet new friends, chat with them and solve tasks together.   
Dreambear Saga was developed by the Dutch company WEBER Sites & Games BV. 
 
 
About dtp young entertainment:  

dtp young entertainment GmbH started work in 2006. The Hamburg based company publishes trendy child, youth and family themed titles for console, 
PC, online and mobile platforms.  
At the heart of the dtp young portfolio are the internationally established own series labels, ‘Horse & Foal, ‘ANIKIDS’,  ‘Classics To Go’ and ‘J4G – JUST 
FOR GIRLS’. Also, standalone titles like ‘Just SING!’, the world’s first ever karaoke games for the Nintendo DSi™ and ‘Dance! It’s your Stage’ featuring 
Detlef D! Soost belongs to its core business. In addition, selected strong international licenses such as ‘Emily the Strange™’ and ‘America’s Next Top 
Model™’ complete the publisher’s offer.  
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